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Background: Since 2001, the University of Michigan Health System (UMHS) has fully disclosed and offered compensation to patients for medical errors.

Objective: To compare liability claims and costs before and after implementation of the UMHS disclosure-with-offer program.


Setting: Public academic medical center and health system.

Patients: Inpatients and outpatients involved in claims made to UMHS.

Measurements: Number of new claims for compensation, number of claims compensated, time to claim resolution, and claims-related costs.

Results: After full implementation of a disclosure-with-offer program, the average monthly rate of new claims decreased from 7.03 to 4.52 per 100,000 patient encounters (rate ratio [RR], 0.64 [95% CI, 0.44 to 0.95]). The average monthly rate of lawsuits decreased from 2.13 to 0.75 per 100,000 patient encounters (RR, 0.35 [CI, 0.22 to 0.58]). Median time from claim reporting to resolution decreased from 1.36 to 0.95 years. Average monthly cost rates decreased for total liability (RR, 0.41 [CI, 0.26 to 0.66]), patient compensation (RR, 0.41 [CI, 0.26 to 0.67]), and non–compensation-related legal costs (RR, 0.39 [CI, 0.22 to 0.67]).

Limitations: The study design cannot establish causality. Malpractice claims generally declined in Michigan during the latter part of the study period. The findings might not apply to other health systems, given that UMHS has a closed staff model covered by a captive insurance company and often assumes legal responsibility.

Conclusion: The UMHS implemented a program of full disclosure of medical errors with offers of compensation without increasing its total claims and liability costs.
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compensation when an internal investigation reveals medical error. If an investigation reveals no error, UMHS provides the reasons for its conclusion and vigorously defends a claim, if necessary. In April 2002, UMHS began linking the investigation process with peer review and quality improvement efforts.

By February 2003, the disclosure program was fully integrated with patient safety efforts. The program now identifies patient injuries through various means, including reporting by employees, patients or family members, or patients’ attorneys. It uses experienced risk managers with clinical backgrounds to lead investigations and mediate patient concerns as facts are collected, care quality is evaluated, and conclusions are disclosed. The UMHS emphasizes honesty and transparency with patients and staff, regardless of whether events resulted from error, and encourages staff to enlist risk management in the disclosure process.

Settlements, if made, generally occur in the institution’s name, in line with common practice at many institutions with closed medical staffs (Appendix). Consequently, reporting of individual caregivers in medical malpractice claims in the National Practitioner Data Bank is rare. However, full claims histories are maintained and reported for each involved caregiver, as required.

Design
We used a before–after approach to evaluate the UMHS program. The study period included claims reported to risk management from 1 July 1995 to 30 September 2007, with 1 July 2001 as the date of initial implementation of the disclosure program and 1 February 2003 as the date of full implementation. We categorized claims on the basis of their date of reporting. The institutional review board from the University of Michigan approved the study protocol.

Data Sources and Measures
We linked 2 data sets, the UMHS risk management database (which contains claims-related performance data, such as injury and disposition dates, disposition status, and liability costs) and the Clinical Information & Decision Support Services database, to assess 4 primary study measures: number of new claims, number of claims receiving compensation, time to claim resolution, and claims-related costs.

We defined a claim as any request for compensation for an unanticipated medical outcome whether initiated by the patient (or a family member or attorney) or by disclosure. We were unable to categorize the source of the claim (patient- or family-initiated vs. UMHS-initiated) because UMHS opted not to distinguish between the sources upon initiation of its program. We attempted to determine the number of lawsuits that had resulted from disclosure but could not reliably do so. Claims counts are by occurrence regardless of the number of caregivers named. We excluded service recovery claims (those brought by patients without an attorney and compensated for less than $5000) because payments for those claims primarily serve to restore patient relations rather than redress a harmful error. We also excluded off-site claims (those involving a UMHS physician at a non-UMHS facility) because off-site locations frequently lacked a formal disclosure program.

We calculated the monthly rate of new claims by using the number of claims in a month (based on report date) for the numerator and the number of patient encounters in that month as the denominator. Patient encounters were defined as the sum of hospital discharges and outpatient visits for that month.

We defined total liability costs as the sum of all patient compensation and legal costs incurred by UMHS. Patient compensation costs included amounts paid to the patients (or families) and lien holders. Total legal costs were primarily defense attorney and expert fees but also included lawsuit-associated items, such as filing fees. Because costs are presented here as a portion of clinical operating revenue, we adjusted them to 2007 U.S. dollars by using the cost of medical care from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. We calculated the monthly liability cost rate by using total costs (by claim report date) in a given month as the numerator and total operating revenue in that month as the denominator.

Statistical Analysis
To evaluate differences in the rate of claims in the periods before and after disclosure, we used negative binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with a log link. Rate ratios (RRs) were calculated by comparing the rate of claims before implementation of the disclosure program with that after full implementation. For the main analyses, only those claims that were reported and closed before the...
initial implementation of the policy (1 July 2001) were included in the period before the program (reference group). We included claims that were reported after the full implementation of the policy (1 February 2003) in the period after disclosure. We used a locally weighted, scatterplot smoother (lowess) to display trends over time. Piecewise regression with linear splines was used to assess the difference in trends before and after initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001).

We conducted survival analyses to assess the time to claim resolution. Kaplan–Meier estimators of the survivorship function were plotted for claims reported before the initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001) and those reported afterward. A Cox proportional hazards regression model was used to calculate hazard ratios for the difference in resolution rates after versus before (reference group) implementation of the program; visual inspection of the survival curves suggested no violation of the proportional hazards assumption. We adjusted for patient age, sex, inpatient status, and whether the claim went to trial.

To assess the differences in costs of the program before and after disclosure, we used GLM with a gamma distribution and log link. At the time of analysis, 36 claims that had been filed during the study period remained open (that is, cases that had not been closed as of 31 March 2008); we included the costs for these open claims in the statistical analyses, as incurred as of 31 March 2008.

Two sensitivity analyses were conducted for the cost data. The first excluded outliers in the GLM. Outliers were determined by calculating costs that exceeded the product of 1.5 and the limits of the interquartile range (IQR). The second sensitivity analysis used the date of initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001) as the cut point for the before-versus-after comparison. In addition, we included all claims on the basis of the date of the reported claim, regardless of disposition status.

All analyses were 2-tailed, with an α level of 0.05. We performed analyses in Stata SE, version 10.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).
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Results

Total Claims

The UMHS risk management claims database contained 1131 claims for the study period after excluding service recovery (n = 33) and off-site cases (n = 145). Mean patient age was 50.4 years (SD, 20.7) at the time of injury; 87% of patients were white, 52% were women, and 55% were inpatients.

Of the 1131 total claims, 633 were asserted before and 498 after implementation of the disclosure-with-offer program. Of the claims made before implementation, 632 were closed as of 31 March 2008 and 319 (50.5% [95% CI, 46.5% to 54.4%]) were compensated, compared with 463 closed and 198 (42.8% [CI, 38.2% to 47.4%]) compensated after program implementation (P = 0.012). This averaged 53.2 paid claims per year before and 31.7 after the program began.

Claims Rates

The monthly rate of new claims decreased from 7.03 (CI, 5.98 to 8.08) per 100 000 patient encounters before initial program implementation to 4.52 (CI, 3.96 to 5.08) after full implementation (RR, 0.64 [CI, 0.44 to 0.95]) (Table 1). The trend in monthly rate was stable before (−0.002 [CI, −0.050 to 0.046]; P = 0.935) but decreased after the program was initially implemented in July 2001 (−0.061 [CI, −0.082 to −0.040]; P < 0.001), which was a statistically significant before–after difference (−0.059 [CI, −0.110 to −0.008]; P = 0.023) (Figure 1).

Changes in rates of claims before and after program implementation were statistically significant only for claims that resulted in a lawsuit. The UMHS experienced 232 lawsuits (38.7 per year) before and 106 (17.0 per year) after program implementation. A decrease was still evident, assuming all cases that were open at the end of the observation period (1 before and 35 after implementation) resulted in lawsuits, with 233 lawsuits (38.8 per year) before and 141 lawsuits (22.6 per year) after program implementation. Monthly lawsuit rates decreased from 2.13 (CI, 1.58 to 2.67) per 100 000 patient encounters before initial implementation of the policy (1 July 2001) were included in the period before the program (reference group). We included claims that were reported after the full implementation of the policy (1 February 2003) in the period after disclosure. We used a locally weighted, scatterplot smoother (lowess) to display trends over time. Piecewise regression with linear splines was used to assess the difference in trends before and after initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001).

We conducted survival analyses to assess the time to claim resolution. Kaplan–Meier estimators of the survivorship function were plotted for claims reported before the initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001) and those reported afterward. A Cox proportional hazards regression model was used to calculate hazard ratios for the difference in resolution rates after versus before (reference group) implementation of the program; visual inspection of the survival curves suggested no violation of the proportional hazards assumption. We adjusted for patient age, sex, inpatient status, and whether the claim went to trial.

To assess the differences in costs of the program before and after disclosure, we used GLM with a gamma distribution and log link. At the time of analysis, 36 claims that had been filed during the study period remained open (that is, cases that had not been closed as of 31 March 2008); we included the costs for these open claims in the statistical analyses, as incurred as of 31 March 2008.

Two sensitivity analyses were conducted for the cost data. The first excluded outliers in the GLM. Outliers were determined by calculating costs that exceeded the product of 1.5 and the limits of the interquartile range (IQR). The second sensitivity analysis used the date of the initial implementation of the disclosure program (1 July 2001) as the cut point for the before-versus-after comparison. In addition, we included all claims on the basis of the date of the reported claim, regardless of disposition status.

All analyses were 2-tailed, with an α level of 0.05. We performed analyses in Stata SE, version 10.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).
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Table 1. Monthly Rates and Incidence Rate Ratios of New Claims Before and After Full Implementation of the University of Michigan Health System Disclosure-With-Offer Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean Monthly Rate (95% CI)*</th>
<th>Rate Ratio (95% CI)†</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total claims</td>
<td>7.03 (5.98–8.08)</td>
<td>4.52 (3.96–5.08)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.44–0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawsuits</td>
<td>2.13 (1.58–2.67)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.47–1.03)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.22–0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other claims</td>
<td>4.90 (4.17–5.63)</td>
<td>3.77 (3.27–4.26)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.52–1.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number of claims in 1 mo per 100 000 patient encounters.
† Rate after full implementation compared with rate before program began (reference group).
Figure 1. Monthly rates of new claims before and after implementation of the University of Michigan Health System disclosure-with-offer program.
implementation to 0.75 (CI, 0.47 to 1.03) per 100 000 patient encounters after full implementation (RR, 0.35 [CI, 0.22 to 0.58]) (Table 1). The trend in monthly rates of lawsuits before and after initial implementation of the program demonstrated a significant change (difference in trend, −0.028 [CI, −0.054 to −0.001]; P = 0.04) (Figure 1).

In contrast, there was no change in the rate of claims that did not result in a lawsuit after the program was fully implemented (RR, 0.77 [CI, 0.52 to 1.14]) (Table 1), with no significant change in trend after initial implementation (difference in trend, −0.031 [CI, −0.070 to 0.007]; P = 0.108).

Our primary analyses counted only claims reported and closed before initial program implementation as “before” claims, but findings were similar when we compared rates of all claims reported before and after initial program implementation, independent of time of disposition (RR for all claims, 0.59 [CI, 0.41 to 0.83]; RR for claims resulting in lawsuits, 0.34 [CI, 0.23 to 0.51]; and RR for claims not resulting in lawsuits, 0.73 [CI, 0.51 to 1.04]).

### Time to Resolution

Median time to claim resolution was 1.36 years (IQR, 0.72 to 2.44 years) before initial implementation and 0.95 year (IQR, 0.55 to 1.96 years) after initial program implementation (Figure 2); the rate of resolution increased after program implementation with an adjusted hazard ratio of 1.27 (CI, 1.11 to 1.45; P < 0.001). No effect modification by site (inpatient vs. outpatient) occurred.

### Liability Costs

Median and mean total liability costs decreased after full program implementation (RR for mean costs, 0.41 [CI, 0.26 to 0.66]; P < 0.001), attributable to decreases in both legal and patient compensation costs (Table 2). After initial program implementation, total cost rates significantly decreased (difference in trend, −0.449 [CI, −0.806 to −0.092]; P = 0.014) as did legal (difference in trend, −0.066 [CI, −0.111 to −0.022]; P = 0.004) and patient compensation (difference in trend, −0.383 [CI, −0.715 to −0.050]; P = 0.024) costs (Figure 3). Although the total costs associated with lawsuits decreased after full implementation (RR, 0.27 [CI, 0.13 to 0.54]), the total costs for nonlawsuit claims did not (RR, 0.81 [CI, 0.47 to 1.38]) (Table 2).

In a sensitivity analysis excluding outliers, results were qualitatively similar for claims overall (RR, 0.66 [CI, 0.44 to 0.98]), type of claim (RR for lawsuits, 0.35 [CI, 0.21 to 0.58]; RR for nonlawsuits, 0.77 [CI, 0.52 to 1.14]), and type of costs (RR for legal costs, 0.43 [CI, 0.26 to 0.70]; RR for patient compensation, 0.45 [CI, 0.31 to 0.67]). We also found similar results in a sensitivity analysis by using the date of initial rather than full program implementation as the before–after marker (data not shown).

The average cost per lawsuit significantly decreased from $405 921 before to $228 308 after initial program implementation (RR, 0.40 [CI, 0.24 to 0.68]; P = 0.001). Costs did not change for nonlawsuits (RR, 1.27 [CI, 0.73 to 2.23]; P = 0.397). This pattern was similar when time

---

**Table 2. Monthly Rates of Liability Costs Before and After Full Implementation of the University of Michigan Health System Disclosure-With-Offer Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Median Cost Rate (IQR)*</th>
<th>Mean Cost Rate (95% CI)*</th>
<th>Rate Ratio (95% CI)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All liability costs</td>
<td>8.48 (3.24–21.48)</td>
<td>4.00 (1.16–9.31)</td>
<td>18.91 (12.61–25.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of claim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawsuit</td>
<td>4.06 (0.02–13.95)</td>
<td>0 (0–3.65)</td>
<td>13.85 (8.26–19.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlawsuit</td>
<td>1.02 (0.13–5.95)</td>
<td>2.45 (0.29–5.61)</td>
<td>5.06 (3.07–7.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient compensation</td>
<td>7.88 (2.11–19.09)</td>
<td>3.56 (1.07–8.00)</td>
<td>16.64 (10.90–22.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>0.95 (0.18–2.87)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.01–0.89)</td>
<td>2.26 (1.46–3.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR = interquartile range.

* Costs in 1 mo per $1000 operating revenue.

† Generalized linear models comparing average monthly costs after full implementation with average monthly costs before implementation (values <1.0 represent a decrease in costs).
Figure 3. Monthly rates of legal and patient compensation costs before and after implementation of the University of Michigan Health System disclosure-with-offer program.
trends were considered, with a significant decrease for lawsuit costs (before–after change in slope, $-7848.73 \ [CI, -14035.56 to -1661.90]; P = 0.013) but not nonlawsuits (before–after change in slope, $-1119.33 \ [CI, -3831.10 to 1592.45]; P = 0.416) (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

In this analysis of changes in liability claims and costs with the introduction of a comprehensive disclosure-with-offer program at the UMHS, we detected a reduced rate of claims, primarily driven by a decrease in the number of lawsuits; lower liability costs; and shorter time to resolution after the program was started. These findings demonstrate that it is possible to implement a disclosure-with-offer program without increasing liability claims and costs.

Other providers and insurers have undertaken disclosure initiatives or programs, but only 1 organization with a comprehensive disclosure-with-offer program, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) in Lexington, Kentucky, has reported its experience (21, 22). Assessment of total malpractice payments 9 years after initiation of the program demonstrated that the medical center had moved from the top to the bottom quartile in its peer group (21). Despite these results, widespread adoption of disclosure-with-offer programs has been limited, perhaps because the Lexington VAMC program is set in a medical center governed by the Federal Tort Claims Act and serves a population largely restricted to military veterans.

The near-absence of data on disclosure’s direct effect on liability risk has led investigators to examine other indicators. For example, researchers have generated a predictive program and concluded that liability costs may actually increase with disclosure (20). Others argue that disclosure reduces lawsuits, citing surveys that suggest patients may be more likely to sue if they sense a lack of transparency (23–25). We provide empirical information on the direct liability-related consequences of a disclosure-with-offer program.

The UMHS program was designed to expedite compensation and claim resolution. Two frequent criticisms levied on the tort liability system are that only a small proportion of patients are ever compensated for negligent injury and that the time to obtaining compensation is excessively long (26). Our finding that time to claim resolution was shorter with the disclosure program suggests that the program seems to address the latter criticism. Quicker resolution can be important, especially for patients sustaining disabling injuries.

Our finding that fewer patients were compensated during the disclosure period may raise concerns that disclosure is not practiced with every case of error. This analysis, however, did not identify the specific factors that

Figure 4. Mean costs per claim before and after implementation of the University of Michigan Health System disclosure-with-offer program.
might account for the finding. Plausible explanations include a general decrease in claims for compensation, fewer injuries as a result of patient safety efforts, or patient satisfaction with an apology and honesty. In light of the University’s transparency, patients (and their lawyers) may also be less likely to seek compensation if they believe they are getting the “real story” when UMHS denies that an error occurred. The UMHS’s stance not to settle nuisance claims may also decrease the number of paid claims.

A program of disclosure with offer of compensation may also address another criticism of the malpractice system, namely its high administrative expenses (26, 27). After implementation, mean legal expenses for UMHS decreased by about 61%. Part of these savings were probably offset by the increase in the UMHS risk management budget needed to more proactively address claims internally, but the risk management expenses were more reflective of greater resources dedicated to the improvement of patient safety rather than administration of the disclosure program. Moreover, decreases in transactional costs for patients are also apparent. Not only can the shorter time to resolution translate to lower legal expenses for patients, many plaintiff attorneys now take cases on an hourly basis (as opposed to the more expensive contingency basis) in claims in which the UHMS has admitted error.

In addition to addressing some of the problems with the malpractice system, the disclosure program is compatible with other patient safety needs. Experts have called for greater reporting of errors as an important part of delivering safe and high-quality care (28–30). Despite UMHS directly linking its patient safety reporting systems to an open-disclosure risk management program (which could theoretically discourage reporting), the number of reported incidents increased tremendously (Appendix Figure, available at www.annals.org).

Our analysis has several limitations. The state of Michigan’s implementation of malpractice reform in 1994 (7 years before UMHS adopted its disclosure program) may have promoted a general decrease in liability claims and costs in the state. The legislation included caps on noneconomic damages, a 6-month compulsory presuit notice period, and new expert witness foundation requirements (31–34). However, Michigan was not considered immune to the most recent liability crisis (35).

Our study did not include a concurrent control to allow the disentanglement from secular trends. However, it is possible to glean some limited insight about what may have happened in the absence of a disclosure program. The UMHS outperformed its own actuarial models (based on external factors and UMHS claims experience before the disclosure program) by demonstrating a savings of approximately 39% from predicted total costs from 2003 to 2008. The UMHS actuarial modeling also demonstrated a relatively stable claims rate from 1995 to 2001 that was predicted to continue through 2008. Actual experience demonstrated a claims rate that was more than 25% lower after the disclosure program.

State trends, through data submitted largely by commercial carriers insuring individual Michigan physicians, demonstrated declining numbers of reported claims from 2000 through 2007, with about 4.5 years from claim opening to closure (36). The UMHS experience compared favorably during this period: decreasing claims but with shorter resolution times. Aggregated national data from 20 physician insurer companies of claims closed from 2001 to 2008 revealed a relatively stable percentage of claims receiving payment (24% to 32%) and compensation costs, whereas legal expenses increased by about 28% (37). For claims opened during this period, UMHS compensated approximately 43% and had decreasing compensation and legal costs.

In addition, the UMHS approach of accepting systems-level responsibility with regard to the National Practitioner Data Bank reporting may affect applicability. For disclosure programs that do not adopt this approach, the willingness of physicians to settle may be limited. Finally, because the UMHS program is one of disclosure with offer (and not disclosure alone), this analysis does not necessarily inform on the liability results for providers that opt to disclose but not offer compensation.

Limitations notwithstanding, the study results have important implications. First, a medical center can implement a disclosure-with-offer program without increasing malpractice costs. Second, a disclosure program may address some of the main shortcomings of our current liability system, namely shortening long waits for compensation and decreasing administrative expenses. Third, disclosure may actually reduce another inefficiency of the malpractice system: preventing both meritorious and nonmeritorious claims from becoming expensive lawsuits. Fourth, the lower number of paid claims after implementation may suggest that disclosure with offer may not always ensure that injured patients receive compensation. This finding, however, may challenge past assumptions that everyone who had a harmful error expects compensation. The openness and accompanying patient safety efforts may satisfy patients for whom litigation was formerly their only alternative.

In an era of calls for greater transparency in healthcare, disclosure is often cited as a practice necessary to physician ethics and patient safety. The UMHS experience demonstrates that disclosure with offer can be conducted—in a setting similar to many other centers in the United States—without exacerbating liability costs. We hope that this study will encourage further disclosure efforts, as well as the detailed evaluation of their effects.
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Appendix

Background
The UMHS is a major public academic center located in Ann Arbor, Michigan. With few exceptions, the UMHS has a closed medical staff comprising faculty members employed by the University of Michigan Medical School, which is governed by the University’s Board of Regents. The system and its employees have exclusive occurrence-based professional liability coverage provided by an established captive insurance company. Medical staff and other employees can be sued individually in the circuit courts with juries, but as an agency of the state of Michigan, the Regents may only be sued in the state’s Court of Claims (which does not allow juries). For judicial economy, lawsuits are typically joined administratively but are not consolidated; separate judgments are obtained in each lawsuit that goes to verdict.

Appendix Figure. Number of incidents reported to University of Michigan Health System risk management, by fiscal year.

An incident is any event (whether involving injury, potential injury, or any concern) that was reported to risk management. FY = fiscal year.